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算名詞】a《主に英国で用いられる. Rubber -Cal offers natural gum rubber sheets that are nonmarking, elastic, and durable. Come and learn about the benefits of this affordable elastomer!
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Rubber -Cal offers natural gum rubber sheets that are non-marking, elastic, and durable. Come
and learn about the benefits of this affordable elastomer!
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It is known as “eraser” in the United States and Canada and as “rubber” in the UK , India, Ireland,
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a curated-commerce-space for exclusive products and collector items sold directly from
emerging/established designers and brands. start selling and deliver worldwide! An eraser, (also
called a rubber outside America, from the material first used) is an article of stationery that is
used for removing writing from paper. Rubber definition, Also called India rubber, natural
rubber, gum, gum elastic, caoutchouc. a highly elastic solid substance, light cream or dark
amber in color.
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